A collection of dialogue questions from WWME communities, compiled by Pat and Debye Galaska - share the wealth!!!
26. Where do I feel the need to be reconciled with you?
HDMAMMF?
27. Where do I feel the need to be reconciled with
myself? HDMAMMF?
28. What about you am I grateful for today?
HDMAMMF?

Dialogue Questions You
Could Use Every Day
Beside the old stand-by of "What was my strongest
feeling today?", try making one of these your NEW "old
stand-by".
1. What is my awareness of us as a couple right now?
HDIFAMA?
2. What is it like being married to me today?
HDIFAMA?
3. What is the most difficult situation facing us as a
couple right now? HDIFA this situation?
4. What stage of relationship do I see us in right now romance, disillusionment, or joy? HDIF?
5. What did I most look forward to today? HDIFSTWY?
6. What is my biggest challenge right now?
HDIFSTWY?
7. HDIFA our sexual relationship?
8. HDIFA our couple prayer?
9. What do I most need from you today (tomorrow, right
now)? HDIFSTWY?
10. What do I think you most need from me today
(tomorrow, right now)? HDIFSTWY?
11. What brought me the most fulfillment today?
HDIFAMA?
12. What is my dream for tomorrow? HDIFSTWY?
13. What feeling have I not shared with you yet today?
DTF.
14. How have I encouraged or affirmed you today? How
did that feel?
15. When did I feel closest to you today? HDIFAMA?
16. How did I know you love me today? HDIFSTWY?
17. Please forgive me for __________. HDIF?
18. What was the center of my life today? HDIFAMA?
19. What is the most vulnerable thing I could share with
you today? HDIFSTWY?
20. HDIF reflecting on the Scriptures used at today's
Mass?
21. What do I most need to take responsibility for
today? HDIFSTWY?
22. What attitude am I struggling most with today?
HDIFSTWY?
23. How was your love life-giving to me today?
HDIFAT?
24. In the last 24 hours, when was I most aware of
God’s presence? How did I feel before, during and after
that moment?
25. In what areas do I feel vulnerable to you?
HDMAMMF?

KEY:
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DTF: Describe This Feeling
DFILD: Describe feelings in loving
detail.
HDIFAMA: How Do I Feel About My
Answer?
HDTF: How Does This Feel?
HDTMMF: How Does This Make Me Feel?
HDMAMMF: How Does My Answer Make Me Feel?
HDIF: How Do I Feel?
HDIFA: How Do I Feel About...
HDIFAT: How Do I Feel About That?
HDIFST: How Do I Feel Sharing This?
HDIFSTWY: How Do I Feel Sharing This With You?
HDIFTTTY: How Do I Feel Telling This To You?
WAMF: What Are My Feelings?
WAMFA: What Are My Feelings About...
WAMFAT: What Are My Feelings About That?
WAMFAMA: What Are My Feelings About My Answer?

On The Lighter
Side...

you?m HDMAMMF?
33. If we could go anywhere for a romantic weekend, I'd take
you to.... HDIFTYT?
34. The Bible character you remind me most of is....
HDIFTYT?
35. Your sexiest outfit is.......... HDTMMF?
36. Our relationship is most like what sport? HDIFAT?
37. When was the last time I acted like a little kid?
HDMAMMF?
38. What kitchen appliance am I most like? HDIFTYT?
39. All I want for Christmas is......HDMAMMF?
40. When was the last time I laughed at myself? HDIFTYT?
41. How are you like my favorite flavor of ice cream?
HDMAMMF?
42. What flower do you remind me of?
HDIFTTTY?
43. My most favorite part of your body
is.....HDIFTYT?
44. You're my hero. Describe. HDTMMF?
45. What can you do better than a Swiss
Army Knife? HDIFTYT?
46. What cartoon character am I most like
today? HDIFTYT?
47. What would I give you an Oscar for?
HDIFAMA?
48. What is my favorite childhood
birthday party memory? HDIF recalling
this?
49. If I could try a new job for one day, I’d
try _______________. HDIFSTWY?
50. What is my favorite hymn? HDIF
when I hear it?
51. HDIF when you give me a butterfly kiss?
52. What chess piece do you remind me of? HDIFAMA?
53. Describe the ideal picnic. WAMFSTWY?
54. What do I miss most when we are on vacation? HDIFAT?
55. If I were President for a day I’d ....... HDIFSTWY?
56. How did I choose my confirmation name? HDIFSTWY?

1. When was the last time I really made you laugh? HDIF
recalling this?
2. What was the silliest thing I ever did with you?
HDIFAT?
3. What effect does music have on me? HDMAMMF?
4. How do I see my "favorites -(song, movie etc ) in our
relationship? WAMFAT?
5. What do I remember most about our
Wedding Day? WAMF?
6. How would I describe you to a blind
person? HDMAMMF?
7. How am I like the weather? HDIFAT?
8. What is my favorite time of year? Why?
HDIFAMA?
9. My favorite time of day is... HDIFAT?
10. HDIF hearing you laugh?
11. What was the nicest thing someone
did for me this week? HDIFAT?
12. How would I describe heaven?
HDIFAMA?
13. If I could travel in time, I would...
HDIFAT?
14. HDIFA the way we play together?
15. What weeds are growing in my life?
HDIFAMA?
16. HDIF when you watch me undress?
17. HDIFA sitting in the front at church?
18. Do I believe in miracles? HDMAMMF?
19. WAMFA the line "can't buy me love"?
20. Our relationship is like what kind of carnival ride?
HDIFTYT?
21. What goodness do I see in you today? HDIFTYT?
22. What is my most prized possession? HDIFSTWY?
23. HDIFA waking up beside you?
24. If loving you were like eating candy, would I be fat?
HDIFAT?
25. What is my most vivid memory of our honeymoon?
HDIFTYT?
26. When was the last time we were really "outrageous"?
HDMAMMF?
27. If I were in a Circus Act, I would be... HDIFAT?
28. The saint you remind me most of is.... DMFILD.
29. If I were an animal, I'd choose to be a .........
HDMAMMF?
30. Today was like a game of ............ HDIFTYT?
31. What will we be doing when we are 80?
HDMAMMF?
32. My favorite dessert is..... How does that remind me of
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24. What are a few things I like to do with our family
and WAMF?
25. WAMFA the privacy of my room?
26. What do I want most out of life and why?
27. What do I hope for next summer, how does that
affect our family and WAMF?
28. What has been the most painful experience in our
family this past week and WAMF?
29. What do I like to do best without the
family and WAMF?
30. How do I feel when we pray together as
a family at mealtime?
31. What is the possession I have that I like
best? HDTMMF?

FAMILY DIALOGUE
QUESTIONS
Get the whole family involved! Try these dialogue
questions out with the whole family. Younger children
can draw pictures or tell an older family member
what to write down.
QUESTIONS TO PREPARE FOR FAMILY
DIALOGUE:
1. What are your best qualities as a parent and
WAMFAT?
2. What are my best qualities as a parent and
WAMFAT?
3. What quality as a parent do I most envy in you
and WAMFAT?
4. What is my attitude toward discipline and WAMF?
5. What is my attitude toward punishment and WAMF?
6. Which of our children most needs our help and
understanding and WAMF?
7. In what ways do I feel superior to you as a parent and
WAMF?
8. What do I want most for our children and WAMF?
QUESTIONS FOR FAMILY DIALOGUE

FATHER CHUCK GALLAGHER, SJ, considered the founder
of Worldwide Marriage Encounter, proposed that all married
couples answer and reanswer these questions over the next
year. He went so far as to say that we shouldn't just limit ou rselves to the dialogue format in addressing these questions:
we need to problem solve, come to couple decisions, argue
about (if necessary) these topics:

1. What was my most exciting feeling today? DFILD.
(Describe feelings in loving detail)
2. What was the most meaningful experience that I had
today? HDMAMMF?
3. If Jesus came to our house for a 24 hour visit how
would that make me feel? DFILD.
4. HDIFA being unforgiving?
5. HDIF being unforgiven?
6. HDIFA the love I bring to our family?
7. HDIFA being part of this family?
8. HDIF when someone in our family helps me?
9. HDIF when a friend helps me?
10. HDIF when I receive a compliment from someone in
our family?
11. HDIF when I receive a compliment from someone
outside our family?
12. What is the meaning of Christmas to me?
HDTMMF?
13. What is the meaning of Lent to me? HDTMMF?
14. What is the meaning of Easter to me? HDTMMF?
15. What is the meaning of Thanksgiving to me?
HDTMMF?
16. What is the meaning of my birthday to me?
HDTMMF?
17. WAMFA attending Mass on Sundays?
18. What is my best quality? HDTMMF?
19. What do I like best about our family? HDTMMF?
20. WAMF when I am asked to cut back or do without?
21. WAMFA family dialogue?
22. What is the most important thing that happened to
me this week? HDTMMF?
23. When do I feel closest to all of you and WAMF?

1. What do I most owe you, my beloved?
2. What grudges do I hold (regarding you)?
3. What makes it ha rdest for you to live with
me?
4. Where do I trust others more than I trust
you?
5. What would you most like me to change?
6. Where do I tip-toe around you?
7. When are we most likely to fight and what
about? (Is this ever going to change?)
8. What most t urns the two of us "on" to each
other sexually? How much do we use these
"turn ons"?
9. How would our children describe me as a
husband or wife, especially to our grandchi ldren?
10. What tricks do I use to get my way?
11. Who controls the mood in the house? The
conversation? The bed?
12. Where do I most take you for granted?
13. Where do I feel superior to you?
14. What will you say about him or her at their
wake? What will you miss the most?
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Dialogue
Questions on Life

25. Is our diet life -giving? HDIFAMA?
26. Is the atmosphere in our home life giving? HDIFAMA?
27. Am I taking care of my body?
HDIFAMA?
28. Are you taking care of your body?
HDIFAMA?
29. Are our children taking care of their
bodies? HDIFAMA?
30. Am I grow ing or standing still right now?
HDIFAMA?
31. What in my life is life -draining?
HDIFAT?
32. What do I see in your life as life draining? HDIFAT?
33. When is the last time you
forgave me, and HDIFAT?
34. When is the last time I
forgave you, and HDIFAT?
35. Does love mean you
never have to say you're
sorry? HDIFAT?
36. HDIF when you ask my
forgiveness?
37. HDIF when I ask your
forgiveness?
38. When was a time you
touched my life? WAMFAT?
39. When was a time when
our love as a couple touched someone
else's life? WAMFAT?
40. Are our jobs life -giving to us or anyone
else? WAMFAT?
41. HDIFA the amount of time we spend
watching TV?
42. Where do I spend most of my energy
each day? HDIFAMA?
43. How am I life -giving to you? HDIFAT?
44. How does my negative o r positive self image affect me being life -giving?
HDIFAMA?
45. The time I feel most alive is _________.
DFILD.

1. What actions/things/behaviors are life giving to me? HDIFSTWY?
2. Have I been life -giving to you today?
HDIFAMA?
3. HDIFA cha nge?
4. What was the greatest change from
Marriage Encounter weekend for me?
HDIFAMA?
5. What was the greatest change from our
wedding day? HDIFAMA?
6. HDIFA "Bloom where you're
planted"?
7. Jesus came to bring us new life.
HDIFAT?
8. HDIF when I see a ne w baby?
9. HDIFA a death we have
experienced in our family?
10. How can we bring new life to
someone else, as a couple?
HDIFAT?
11. HDIFA the anniversary of Roe vs
Wade?
12. HDIF when I see an abortion
rally?
13. HDIFA Operation Rescue?
14. HDIFA Catholics for Choice?
15. HDIFA contraception?
16. Birth control pills can work by preventing
a fertilized egg from implanting. Did I kno w
that? HDIF knowing that?
17. Am I open to new life?
18. HDIFA the size of our family?
19. What do I think is needed for anothe r
child in our lives? HDIFAMA?
20. How can we reach out to children
outside our family? HDIFAT?
21. Am I choosing the direction of my life, or
is my life directing me? HDIFAMA?
22. HDIFA the septuplets?
23. HDIFA our fertility?
24. Is our sexual relationsh ip life-giving?
HDIFAMA?
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DIALOGUE QUESTIONS
ON PARENTHOOD/FAMILY
Many of the questions that reference children/child can
be answered several times - once for each child.
1. HDIFA the number of children we have?
2. HDIFA having more children?
3. HDIFA our children leaving home and going out into
the world to make their own choices?
4. HDIF recalling the birth of (each) child?
5. HDIF realizing that you have given me the gift of
being a father/mother?
6. HDIFA adopting a child?
7. HDIFA being a step-parent?
8. HDIFA being a foster parent?
9. HDIFA taking a parent into our home and caring for
him or her?
10. HDIFA my mother?
11. HDIFA your mother?
12. HDIFA my father?
13. HDIFA your father?
14. HDIFA how active I am in our children's schooling?
15. HDIFA how active I am in our children's sports or
other activities?
16. HDIFA going shopping with our children?
17. What is my greatest concern for (each) child?
HDMAMMF?
18. What do I hope for (each) child? HDMAMMF?
19. WAMFA our church's teaching on Natural Family
Planning?
20. How did I feel during (each) pregnancy?
21. How do I feel about our ability or inability to have
children?
22. How do I feel when someone calls me Mommy or
Daddy?
23. The three things I like best about (each) child are
_____________. HDIFAMA?
24. Is there something I dislike about myself that I see
in (each) child? HDIF when I see it?
25. HDIF when I hear myself say things my mother or
father said?
26. HDIF when I see your features in our child?
27. HDIFA breastfeeding?
28. HDIFA pacifiers?
29. HDIF when I put a child in time out?
30. HDIF when a child disobeys?
31. HDIFA spanking?
32. HDIFA yelling?
33. HDIFA rewarding good behavior?
34. Do we agree on discipline? HDMAMMF?
35. Do I have a favorite child? HDMAMMF?
36. HDIFA our children's grades?
37. Am I actively involved in our children's religious
formation? HDMAMMF?
38. Do we pray with our children? HDMAMMF?
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39. HDIF when our child is sick?
40. HDIF when I can't go to a function our child wants
me to be at?
41. HDIF when our children misbehave in public?
42. HDIF when our children are praised by strangers?
43. HDIFA our children's grandparents' involvement
with them?
44. Recalling our child(ren)'s baptism, HDIF?
45. HDIFA our child's current boyfriend or girlfriend?
46. HDIFA planning a weekly family outing?
47. HDIFA children sharing in household chores?
48. HDIFA the children having a savings account?
49. HDIFA giving the children an allowance?
50. HDIFA our children's friends?
51. HDIFA how our children spend their free time?
52. HDIFA the amount of TV our children watch?
53. HDIFA telling our children I love them at least once
a day?
54. HDIFA kissing our children good night?
55. HDIF holding a child’s hand?
56. HDIFA the values our children are choosing?
57. Do I live what I preach? HDIFAMA?
58. HDIF when a teacher doesn’t like my child?
59. HDIFA our child’s college plans?
60. HDIFA the way our children dress?
61. HDIFA our children’s language?
62. HDIFA our child leaving the nest?
63. HDIFA our children’s manners?
64. How am I like my mother? HDIFAMA?
65. How am I like my father? HDIFAMA?
66. How are you like your mother? HDIFAMA?
67. How are you like your father? HDIFAMA?
68. Have I cut the apron strings? HDIFAMA?
69. Are we meeting our children's needs? HDIFAMA?
70. HDIFA your tenderness with the children?
71. HDIF when I (you) discipline our children?
72. What are my hopes and dreams for our children?
WAMFAMA?
73. Do I see our children as gifts from God? HDIFAT?
74. How do our children affect our relationship?
HDIFAMA?
75. HDIF when we leave our children for a few days?
76. HDIF in my role as a mother/father?
77. HDIF when I/you criticize how you/I discipline our
children?
78. What are/were my expectations of my (your)
family? HDIFAMA?
79. What were/are my (your) family's expectations of
us? HDIFAMA?
80. HDIFA your (my) relationship with my family?
81. HDIFA my (your) relationship with your family?
82. HDIF when my/your family makes demands on us?
83. HDIF when our families criticize our lifestyle and
involvements?
84. Do I believe children should be seen and not heard?
HDMAMMF?

Christmas? HDIFST?
6. What one gift do would I like to give our marriage?
HDIFST?
7. What do I want our children to remember about
Christmas in our home? HDMAMMF?
8. What is my favorite childhood memory of Christmas?
HDIFST?
9. What do I think about when I hear the word
Christmas? HDMAMMF?
10. HDIF when I see Christmas displays in October?
11. HDIF about celebrating Epiphany?
12. When do we take down the Christmas decorations?
HDIFAT?
13. When do we put up the Christmas decorations?
HDIFAT?
14. Do I like to sing Christmas carols? HDMAMMF?
15. HDIFA our Christams tree traditions?
16. HDIF watching the children open Christmas gifts?
17. Is our Christmas season too busy for us to keep
focused on Jesus? HDMAMMF?
18. What are the activities we have planned that I want
most to do this Christmas? HDIFST?
19. What do we have planned this holiday season that I
would rather not do? HDIFST?
20. If I had only one gift to give you this Christmas,
what would it be?
21. What gift can I give Jesus on His birthday?
HDIFST?
22. As a family, what does the birth of Christ signify to
us? HDIFAT?
23. HDIFA our spending on gifts?
24. Do I prefer to spend Christmas at our home or with
relatives? HDMAMMF?
25. HDIFA sending Christmas cards?
26. HDIFA giving to an Angel Tree or project for other
needy people?
27. HDIFA inviting a lonely person or single parent into
our home to celebrate Christmas?
28. HDIFA the politically correct rules of not calling
Christmas occasions Christmas occasions, but holiday
parties, etc?
29. HDIFA receiving Christmas cards?
30. HDIFA Christmas lights?
31. Are our children grateful on Christmas? HDIFAMA?
32. HDIF when I see the once-a-year Catholics
crowding the church on Christmas?

THANKSGIVING
1. What am I most thankful for?
HDTF?
2. What have you done for me today
that I am most grateful for?
HDMAMMF?
3. Do I tend to see the blessings or
the curses in life? HDMAMMF?
4. Do I show you how much I appreciate you?
HDMAMMF?
5. Do I show our children how much I appreciate them?
HDMAMMF?
6. Do I believe life owes me? HDMAMMF?
7. Am I content in my circumstances? HDMAMMF?
8. HDIF about a big turkey dinner on Thanksgiving?
9. HDIF about celebrating Thanksgiving with the hungry
or homeless or lonely?
10. Do I like to attend Mass/church on Thanksgiving?
HDMAMMF?
11. Do I have an attitude of Me First? HDMAMMF?
12. Do I see your generosity toward me? HDMAMMF?
13. Do I share my blessings joyfully? HDMAMMF?
14. HDIF about celebrating Thanksgiving with extended
family?
15. Do my children say "Thank You"? HDMAMMF?
16. Do I thank my children when they do something for
me? HDMAMMF?
17. Do I see myself owing my employer, or my employer
owing me? HDMAMMF?
18. Do I think life has been unfair to me? HDMAMMF?
19. What have I most taken for granted? HDIFST?
20. Is it easier for me to give or to receive? HDMAMMF?
21. Would I rather celebrate Thanksgiving at our home or
a relative's home? HDIFST?
22. What would I like to do during Advent this year?
HDIFST?
23. Do our children know what Advent means?
HDMAMMF?
24. Do I give thanks to God for what I have not received,
accepting that that is His plan? HDIFST?
25. HDIF when you get sick during the holidays?

NEW YEAR
CHRISTMAS

1. HDIF beginning another year with you?
2. What are my goals for the coming year? HDIFAT?
3. What would I like most to change about myself?
HDMAMMF?
4. What would I like most to change
about our relationship? HDMAMMF?
5. How do I like to celebrate New
Years' Eve? HDMAMMF?
6. What is my fondest memory of last

1. How are we like the Holy Family?
HDMAMMF?
2. HDIFA Santa Claus?
3. What is my favorite Christmas
tradition? HDIF recalling this?
4. Do I enjoy Midnight Mass?
HDMAMMF?
5. What one gift would I most enjoy this
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year? HDIFST?
7. What is my deepest regret of last year? HDIFST?
8. What is my deepest hope for next year? HDIFST?
9. Should we recommit to daily dialogue? HDIFST?
10. Do I have a favorite New Years Day tradition?
HDIFST?
11. Am I excited about our future? HDMAMMF?
12. What are the changes I most need to make in
myself for the sake of our relationship? HDIFST?
13. HDIFA starting the year off with a budget we have
agreed on?
14. What attitude do I want to change in myself? HDIFA
changing that attitude?
15. Do I expect to have a happy new year? HDIFST?

LENT/HOLY WEEK
1. What can we do to enrich our relationship with each
other this Lent? HDMAMMF?
2. What can we do to enrich our prayer life this Lent?
HDMAMMF?
3. HDIF when we attend Stations of the Cross?
4. What is a meaningful sacrifice for me to make that
will enrich my spiritual life? HDIFA
making this sacrifice?
5. HDIFA involving our children in a
Lenten tradition?
6. Will we eat meat on Fridays this
Lent? HDIFAT?
7. Will we take advantage of the
Sacrament of Reconciliation this
Lent? HDMAMMF?
8. How specifically can we as a
couple/priest be salt and light?
HDMAMMF?
9. HDIFA offering sacrifices?
10. Are we giving back to God a
portion of our first fruits? HDMAMMF?
11. When I think about the sacrifices Jesus made for
me, HDIF?
12. If I were on trial for being a Christian, would there
be enough evidence to convict me? HDIFAMA?
13. Does Lent remind me of our Marriage Encounter
weekend? HDMAMMF?
14. What can we do to renew our romance and
passion? HDMAMMF?
15. HDIF when I receive ashes?
16. HDIF walking around in public with ashes on my
forehead?
17. Do I believe we are children of light? HDIFAT?
18. What is the chaff I need to separate from the wheat
in my life? HDMAMMF?
19. God already knows my heart. HDIFAT?
20. HDIF when we read the Passion during Holy Week?
21. HDIF when I sin?
22. HDIF when I am forgiven?
23. HDIFA dying to self?
24. HDIF when I see washing of the feet on Holy
Thursday?

25. HDIF commemorating the Last Supper?
26. HDIF singing the Pange Lingua on Holy Thursday?
27. HDIFA singing in Latin?
28. HDIFA venerating the cross on Good Friday?
29. Good Friday is the only day of the year we don’t
celebrate Mass. Did I know that? HDIFAT?
30. HDIF waving palms on Palm Sunday?
31. HDIF when I hear the psalm, “My God, My God,
why have you abandoned me?”

EASTER
1. Is it important to be at the Easter Vigil to welcome
new members into our church? HDIFAT?
2. How will we celebrate Easter? HDIFAT?
3. What are my feelings about the Easter bunny?
4. What are my feelings about having an egg hunt for
the kids?
5. How do I feel when I see an overflowing church on
Easter Sunday?
6. It is said that we are an Easter people. Are we an
Easter couple? HDIFAT?
7. How do I feel during the candlelight reading or
singing of the Exultet on the Easter vigil?
8. HDIFA hearing all 7 readings on the Easter Vigil?
9. Do I believe in heaven? WAMFAMA?
10. HDIFA Jesus’ resurrection?
11. Can I identify with Thomas? HDIFAMA?
12. Do I recognize Jesus in the breaking of the bread?
HDIFAT?
13. Do I believe good will triumph over evil?
HDIFAMA?
14. Do I believe the dead are in a better place?
HDIFAMA?
15. HDIFA celebrating Easter for 7 Sundays?
16. How do I experience the trinity?
17. HDIF when I see Easter lilies?
18. HDIF when we sing the Gloria?
19. HDIF when we use incense at Mass?
20. HDIF being sprinkled with holy water?
21. Is Jesus my shepherd? HDIFAMA?
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Gather us In...Deep In the
Heart

(Saying “no” to self in order to say “yes” to you).
HDTMMF?
9. How are we sexually attentive and responsive to
each other? HDMAMMF? (Do at least 3 days in a row.)
10. How have we grown in our sexuality and responsiveness to each other? HDIFAT?
11. What is my biggest block that keeps me from being
sexually responsive to you? WAMFAT?
12. How am I playful with you? HDTMMF?
13. What is it about our sexual relationship that I find
most enjoyable? HDTMMF?
14. What is it about our sexual relationship that I do not
like? HDTMMF?
15. At the times when I feel distant and uninvolved with
you, what is it that challenges me to do something
about it? HDTMMF?
16. How can we create the atmosphere for intimacy in
our relationship and WAMFA doing this?
17. What do I need to do to make myself sexually responsive to you? HDIF doing that?

Dialogue Questions from 1997 convention
Gather Us In To Celebrate Who We Are:
1. Did I feel special growing up as a child? How do I feel
now, looking back at my childhood?
2. HDIF knowing that God has entrusted me with something special of Himself?
3. God trusts me to reveal the unique facet of Him that I
possess. HDTMMF?
4. What makes me special? HDTMMF?
5. Do I have a poor self-worth? WAMFAT?
6. Who are the people who lift me/us up?
7. Where do we go to be lifted up as a couple/as a
priest?
8. How do I feel when the church lifts us/me up?
9. Recall conversions that we/I have witnessed on
weekends because of our sharing our lives and love
with others. HDIF knowing God used us/me to
bring about that conversion?
10. Who have I ministered to lately? Was I
lifted up by their gratitude? HDTMMF?
11. What friends help me/us see our goodness? HDTMMF?
12. HDIF when I believe in the power of our
coupleness/my priesthood?
13. Think of a couple that you love and admire the most. Write down how you see them.
14. Who are some couples that I see Christ’s
love in? HDTMMF?
15. What does each couple I listed give to
me?
16. How does it affect me when I see a couple
hurting but willing to work through their troubles?
17. How can I give couples a glimpse of the
splendor I see when I look at their brokenness? Even this brokenness cannot take away from
their beauty. HDTMMF?

Create In Me a New Heart
1. When was the last time I went to
God in prayer for the sake of our relationship? HDIF?
2. When was the last time I took responsibility for my poor self-worth?
What did I do to overcome it?
HDTMMF?
3. We are not Sacrament without passion. HDTMMF?
4. Have I given up my “no power” to
daily dialogue? It’s time to do it!
HDTMMF?
5. What couple has been the clearest
sign of Sacrament for me? HDTMMF?
6. Do I believe in my/our Sacrament
when I am down? HDTMMF?
7. What do I like best about us/myself?
HDTMMF?
8. We are/I am Sacrament! What does
that mean to me? HDTMMF?
9. When was the last time I was overcome with the
power of our love? HDIF?
10. What do we have to offer the world together, that I
do not offer alone? HDTMMF?
11. When was the last time we/I brought Christ’s love to
the world? HDIFAT?
12. What do we/I do when I/we doubt? HDTMMF?
13. Who can I/we go to when I need to be lifted up?
WAMFAT?
14. Do I really believe that my/our love is God’s love?
HDTMMF?

Hopes and Dreams Deep Within Our Hearts
1. What is prayer to me?
2. What did I first long for in our relationship when we
first married/when I was first ordained? When I/we were
first encountered? Do we/I still long for that? HDTMMF?
3. How did you fulfill the longings in my heart when I
first met you? HDTMMF?
4. What do I long for in the depths of my being? Describe feelings.
5. What are my longings and yearnings for us and our
relationship/me and my people? Describe feelings.
6. Do I fully believe that the way we love each other is
prayer? HDTMMF?
7. Do I fully believe that in the act of our loving each
other, I/we bring Christ’s presence to the world? WAMFAT?
8. How do I live out the passion for our relationship?
8

1. How am I life-giving to you? HDIFAT? (How do I feel
about that)
2. How does my negative or positive self-image affect
me in being life-giving?
3. How do I feel when you criticize me?
4. Knowing the choice is ours to continue what the
weekend started, how do I feel?
5. HDIFA being part of a share group?
6. What is the biggest change our family/friends have
seen in us since our weekend? HDIFAMA? (How do I
feel about my answer)
7. There really IS a New World somewhere! HDIFAT?
8. Love is a gift I freely give to you. HDIFAT?
9. What does "being open" mean to me?
10. What quality in you do I admire most?
11. How do you most help me?
12. When have I felt the most loved? (this week, this
year, ever)
13. What does "trust" mean to me?
14. I think our greatest strength as a couple is
______________________. HDIFAT?
15. I think our greatest weakness as a couple is
_________________________. HDIFAT?
16. What is one thing you do that makes me feel loved?
Describe how I feel when that happens.
17. HDIFA (how do I feel about) continuing to use
dialogue?
18. HDIFA growing old with you?
19. HDIFA the atmosphere in our home?
20. Dialogue can be a daily date. HDIFAT?
21. HDIFA my job?
22. HDIFA your job?
23. HDIFA "dating" you?
24. HDIFA our vacations?
25. HDIFA hugging?
26. What was the most significant part of our ME
weekend? HDIFAT?
27. How do I feel about praying aloud?
28. How did I feel Friday night of our weekend, and how
did I feel Sunday night?
29. If I could change one thing about myself, it would be
_____________. HDIFAMA?
30. The time I feel most alive is ____________.
31. What are the positive signs of growth I see in us?
HDMAMMF?
32. What are my feelings about how I accept you?
33. What are my feelings about how you accept me?
34. Where do I feel the need to be reconciled with our
children? HDMAMMF?
35. In what areas do I not listen to you? To our
children? HDMAMMF?
36. Does how I spend my time reflecdt the priorities and
values I think I believe? HDIFAMA?

37. HDIF when we attend a greet-off?
38. HDIFA my job?
39. HDIFA your job?
40. HDIFA our possessions?.
41. HDIFA our hospitality?
42. HDIFA paying the bills?
43. HDIFA how we spend our money?
44. What are my attitudes about money? HDIFAMA?
45. Do I see us as financially responsible? HDIFAMA?
46. HDIFA working out a budget and sticking to it?
47. HDIFA when I/you balance the checkbook?
48. HDIF when I/you have to work overtime?
49. HDIFA how we use our financial resources.
50. HDIF when we make big financial decisions?
51. HDIF when we're faced with too many bills?
52. HDIF when I want something we can't afford?
53. HDIF when you want something we can’t afford?
54. HDIF when we want something we can’t afford?
55. HDIF how we share our possessions with others?
56. What do I value most about our lifestyle?
WAMFAMA?
57. What do I value least about our lifestyle?
WAMFAMA?
58. Our lifestyle is a reflection of our values. HDIFA our
lifestyle?
59. What is my biggest fear about our financial situation?
HIDFSTWY?
60. What are the things that make it difficult for me to talk
about money with you? HDIFSTWY?
61. How are we are different in how we make decisions
about money? HDIFAT?
62. How are we similar in how we make decisions about
money? HDIFAT?
63. HDIFA my death?
64. HDIFA your death?
65. HDIFA the death of my parents?
66. How would I feel if one of our children died?
67. Death frightens me (or not). HDIFAT?
68. HDIFA being separated from you through death?
69. HDIFA living the rest of my life without you?
70. What I want you to remember most about me is...
HDIFAT?
71. HDIFA living today knowing we are not guaranteed
tomorrow?
72. How do we affect the marriages of others around us?
73. HDIFA our lifestyle?
74. HDIFA our diet?
75. HDIFA how we play together?
76. HDIF when I hear "Love isn't love till you give it
away"?
77. HDIFA taking on a ministry as a couple?
78. HDIFA the upkeep of our home?
79. HDIFA splitting of daily chores?
80. HDIFA how we live out our faith?
81. HDIF when we dialogue frequently?
82. HDIF when we don't dialogue frequently?
83. HDIF when our children fight?
84. HDIF when our children challenge us?
85. HDIF when our budget is tight?
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1. John 15:16, "It was not you who chose me, but I who
chose you and appointed you to go and bear fruit that
will remain, so that whatever you ask the Father in my
name he may give you."

"In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God." (John 1:1). This Scripture passage tells us that the Word IS God. In our Bible,
we have God present in a special way. We like to think
of Scripture as God's loveletters... written to us and for
us... to reveal Jesus and ourselves in relationship with
Him. The books of the Bible are our books. We can respond to loveletters, and our responses, our feelings,
are neither right nor wrong. Scripture dialogue is a tool a means of responding to the loveletters of our Father.
The basics of Scripture dialogue are:
1. Select a passage from Scripture that is meaningful
to you as a couple.
2. Read enough before and after that particular passage to be able to “place” your passage
as far as chronological sequence in the
events of Jesus’ life (or of events before
or after Christ) and as far as the physical
setting.
3. With one another, try to set the
scene - from the outside in.
a. physical setting, time of day, indoors,
outdoors
b. emotional climate of the passage the atmosphere
c. zero in on Jesus (or God), the characters, and yourself - Where are you in
this scene? What do you see? What do
you hear? Who or what do you identify
with?
4. Re-read your particular passage.
5. Write your loveletter immediately.
The basic question for Scripture dialogue
is, “What are my feelings hearing Jesus
say these words to us as a couple?” Focus on your feelings. How do I feel? How do I feel about
my spouse? Our relationship? How do I feel about Jesus? What feelings has He stirred up in me? Feel the
atmosphere we have brought alive, and respond to it.
6. Follow dialogue technique for writing, exchange, dialogue and select. Read each other’s letters twice. In
your dialogue, focus on responding to one another's loveletter.
7. Discussion later could be focused on “What did His
words mean to me?”, or how His words make me think
about our life, and how I would like to live them, how
His words affect my attitudes with you and with Him.
Don’t worry about being right. You can start in your
prayer, drawing on the graces and the love our Lord has
promised us - to strengthen us when we are afraid, to
give us courage to make the decisions we make in
opening ourselves up to one another.
None of these are hard and fast rules you have to follow - these are just ideas of how others have had meaningful Scripture dialogue times.

2. John 14:23: Jesus answered and said to him,
"Whoever loves me will keep my word and my Father
will love him, and we will come to him and make our
dwelling with him."
3. 1 Kings, 19: 9 and 11-13: There he came to a cave,
where he took shelter. But the word of the Lord came to
him, "Why are you here, Elijah?" Then the Lord said,
"Go outside and stand on the mountain before the Lord;
the Lord will be passing by." A strong and heavy wind
was rending the mountains and crushing rocks before
the Lord - but the Lord was not in the wind. After the
wind there was an earthquake - but the
Lord was not in the earthquake. After
the earthquake there was fire - but the
Lord was not in the fire. After the fire
there was a tiny whispering sound.
4. Matthew 6: 5-8: "When you pray, do
not be like the hypocrites, who love to
stand and pray in the synagogues and
on street corners so that others may
see them. Amen, I say to you, they
have received their reward. But when
you pray go to your inner room, close
the door, and pray to your Father in secret. And your Father who sees in secret will repay you. In praying, do not
babble like the pagans, who think that
they will be heard because of their
many words. Do not be like them. your
Father know what you need before you
ask him."
5. Matthew 5: 14, 15: You are the light of the world. A
city set on a mountain cannot be hidden. Nor do they
light a lamp and then put it under a bushel basket; it is
set on a lampstand, where it gives light to all in the
house.
6. Matthew 6:9-15: "This is how you are to pray: Our
Father in heaven, hallowed be your name, your kingdom come, your will be done, on earth as in heaven.
Give us today our daily bread; and forgive us our debts,
as we forgive our debtors; and do not subject us to the
final test, but deliver us from the evil one. If you forgive others their transgressions your heavenly Father
will forgive you. But if you do not forgive others, neither
will your Father forgive your transgressions."
7. Matthew 13: 14,15: "Isaiah's prophecy is fulfilled in
them, which says: 'You shall indeed hear but not understand, you shall indeed look but never see. Gross is the
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heart of this people, they will hardly hear with their ears,
they have closed their eyes, lest they see with their
eyes and hear with their ears and understand with their
heart and be converted and I heal them.'"

17. Matthew 5:23: “Therefore, if you bring your gift to
the altar, and there recall that your brother has anything
against you, leave your gift there at the altar, go first
and be reconciled with your brother, and then come and
offer your gift.”

8. Matthew 7:22-23: "The lamp of the body is the eye.
If your eye is sound, your whole body will be filled with
light; but if your eye is bad, your whole body will be in
darkness. And if the light in you is darkness, how great
will the darkness be."

18. Mark 10:13-14: And people were bringing children
to him that he might touch them, but the disciples rebuked them. When Jesus saw this he became indignant
and said to them, :Let the children come to me; do not
prevent them, for the kingdom of God belongs to such
as these.”

9. 1 Samuel 3:7-10: At that time Samuel was not familiar with the Lord, because the Lord had not revealed
anything to him as yet. The Lord called Samuel again,
for the third time. Getting up and going to Eli, he said,
"Here I am. You called me." Then Eli understood that
the Lord was calling the youth. So he said to Samuel,
"Go to sleep, and if you are called, reply, 'Speak, Lord,
for your servant is listening.'" When Samuel went to
sleep in his place, the Lord came and revealed his presence, calling out as before, "Samuel, Samuel!" Samuel
answered, "Speak, for your servant is listening."

19. Matthew 17:19-21: Then the disciples approached
Jesus in private and said, “Why could we not drive it
out?” He said to them, “Because of your little faith.
Amen, I say to you, if you have faith the size of a mustard seed, you will say to this mountain, ‘Move from
here to there,’ and it will move. Nothing will be impossible for you.”
20. 1 Timothy 4:4-5: For everything created by God is
good, and nothing is to be rejected when received with
thanksgiving, for it is made holy by the invocation of
God in prayer.

10. Matthew 18:19-20: "Again , [amen,] I say to you, if
two of you agree on earth about anything for which they
are to pray, it shall be granted to them by my heavenly
Father. For where two or three are gathered together in
my name, there am I in the midst of them."

21. Matthew 13:35-36: Watch, therefore; you do not
know when the lord of the house is coming, whether in
the evening, or at midnight, or at cockcrow, or in the
morning. May he not come suddenly and find you
sleeping."

11. Matthew 10:32: “Everyone who acknowledges me
before others I will acknowledge before my heavenly
Father.”

22. John 8:7: But when they continued asking him, he
straightened up and said to them, "Let the one among
you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at
her."

12. John 13:34-35: “I give you a new commandment:
love one another. As I have loved you, so you also
should love one another. This is how all will know that
you are my disciples, if you have love for one another.”

Other Scripture Passages to dialogue on:
-Genesis 1 -Genesis 2 -Ephesians 1
-Ephesians 4 -1 Samuel 3:1-18 -Hosea 2:16-25
-Hosea 11:1-5 -Luke 15:11-32 -Psalm 139
-Matthew 6:1-34 -John 14:1-7 -John 14:9-14
-John 15:1-4 -John 15:13-15 -Mark 2:1-5
-Matthew 21:12-17 -Matthew 21:18-22 -Mark 9:14-29
-Mark 12:38-40 -Luke 1:8-22 -Luke 6:12-16
-Luke 19:45-48 -Luke 20:45-47 -Luke 22:39-46
The daily or Sunday Liturgy readings

13. John 14: 15-17: “If you love me, you will keep my
commandments. And I will ask the Father, and he will
give you another Advocate to be with you always, the
Spirit of truth, which the world cannot accept, because it
neither sees nor knows it. But you know it, because it
remains with you, and will be in you.”
14. John 15:5: “I am the vine, you are the branches.
Whoever remains in me and I in him will bear much
fruit, because without me you can do nothing.”
15. John 15:8: “By this is my Father glorified, that you
bear much fruit and become my disciples.”
16. John 15:16-17: “It was not you who chose me, but I
who chose you and appointed you to go and bear fruit
that will remain, so that whatever you ask the Father in
my name he may give you. This I command you: love
one another.”
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Romance

1. What is my fondest memory of our courtship?
HDTMMF? (How does this make me feel)
2. Share the first time I knew you were the one for me.
3. How do I see our sexual relationship affecting our
whole relationship?
4. HDIFA our growth in the area of sex?
5. HDIFA experimenting in our sexual relationship?
6. Do I see our sexual relationship affecting our whole
relationship?
7. HDIF when you say no?
8. HDIF when I ask you to make love to me?
9. HDIF when you SAY yes
but you MEAN no?
10. HDIF when I make the
decision to love and have
sex when I don't want to?
11. "Husbands, love your
wives as you love your own
bodies" and "Husbands, love
your wives as Christ loved
the Church". How do these
words make me feel?
12. What was our favorite
song when we were courting,
and HDIF remembering/
hearing it?
13. HDIF when I think about
some of the crazy things we
did for each other?
14. What about you turned me on the most? HDIFA that
quality now?
15. HDIF about us when others notice how much we love
each other?
16. HDIF when I remember our wedding day?
17. HDIF when I get a surprize note or call from you?
18. WAMF (what are my feelings) knowing you care more
about me than about anyone else?
19. What do I think you miss most about our romance?
HDTMMF?
20. How does my mask/personality style interfere with our
romance? HDTMMF?
21. HDIF when our other activities become more
important than the two of us?
22. HDIFA going out to dinner together?
23. HDIFA bringing our dialogue books on a date?
24. Is our marriage bed sacred? HDIFAMA?
25. HDIF when I (wife)/you (husband) wear/don’t wear
make-up?
26. How can I become more sensitive to you?
27. HDIFA introducing you as my spouse?
28. HDIF when we make time for us?
29. What sacrifices am I willing to make to be more
romantic with you? HDIFAT?
30. Do I see dialogue as part of our romance? HDIFAT?
31. Romance is a decision. HDIFAT?
32. What song would I dedicate to you today? HDIFAT?
33. How do I want you to romance me? HDTMMF (how
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does that make me feel)?
34. Do I see romance as part of our holiness? HDTMMF?
35. WAMFA being creative in our romance?
36. How can I be loving to you even when we can't make
love? HDTMMF?
37. HDIF when I receive a gift?
38. HDIF when I receive an unexpected gift?
39. HDIF when my gift of help, time, friendship, etc is
refused?
40. HDIF when I have to ask you for _______?
41. HDIF when you light candles?
42. What’s your sexiest outfit? HDIF when I see you in it?
43. Do I see our sexual relationship as part of our
vocation? HDIFAMA?
44. Can people tell we
love each other when they
see us? HDIFAMA?
45. HDIFA making love
when we have a time
limit?
46. HDIFA taking ballroom
dancing lessons with you?
47. HDIF when you reach
out and touch me?
48. HDIF when your eyes
sparkle?
49. HDIF when you gaze
into my eyes?
50. HDIF when you sing
me a love song?
51. HDIF when we dance
in the livingroom?
52. Is my body mine or yours? HDIFAMA?
53. Is your body yours or mine? HDIFAMA?
54. HDIF about birth control?
55. HDIF about adoption?
56. HDIF about the number of children we have?
57. HDIF when you tell me you love me?
58. HDIF reading the Song of Solomon?
59. HDIF when I am buying a gift for you?
60. What is the most sensitive part of my body?
HDIFSTWY?
61. What is my favorite pet name that you call me?
HDIFAT?
62. How do I like you to touch me? HDIF when you touch
me that way?
63. HDIF when you tell me that you desire me?
64. HDIFA making love at relatives’ houses?
65. HDIFA my sexuality?
66. HDIFA making love when I’m tired?
67. HDIFA my attractiveness?
68. HDIF when we make love?
69. Do I fear intimacy? HDIF?
70. HDIF when I say no to you in sex?
71. HDIFA our sexual relationship right now?
72. What do I find most attractive about you?
HDIFSTWY?
73. What are my fears about discussing sex with you?
HDIFSTWY?
74. What do I feel most inadequate about in sex? DFILD.

75. Whate were/are my expectations in our sexual
relationship? WAMFAT?
76. I enjoy our sexual relationship most when... DFILD.
77. What has been my greatest joy in our sexual
relationship? DFILD.
78. What has been my greatest hurt in our sexual
relationship? DFILD.
79. When do I avoid sexual involvement with you?
DFILD.
80. When do I most want to be sexually involved with
you? DFILD.
81. HDIFA being intimate with you in our sexual
relationship?
82. HDIFA my ability to satisfy your needs in our sexual
relationship?
83. HDIFA receiving back rubs/massages?
84. HDIFA giving back rubs/massages?
85. How do I not like you to touch me? HDIFTTTY?
86. What is my favorite time of day to make love?
HDIFAMA?
87. HDIFA giving you a 10 second kiss every day?
88. What puts me in the mood? HDIFSTWY?
89. What gets me out of the mood? HDIFSTWY?
90. HDIFA the frequency of our lovemaking?
91. HDIFA the variety of our lovemaking?
92. HDIF when you see me naked?
93. HDIF when I see you naked?
94. HDIFA telling you what I like or don’t like?
95. HDIF asking you to make love?
96. HDIF when you ask me to make love?
97. HDIF when you kiss me in public?
98. HDIF when we hold hands in public?
99. HDIFA holding hands in church?
100. Do we still sit next to each other? HDIFAT?
101. HDIFA recliners?
102. HDIFA laughing during lovemaking?
103. HDIFA talking during lovemaking?
104. Do I believe the things we did to compensate for
no sex in our courtship aren’t necessary now?
HDIFAMA?
105. Do I sometimes take you for granted? HDIFAMA?
106. Do I believe romance is a sign of weakness?
HDIFAMA?
107. Do I see romance as foreplay? HDIFAMA?
108. Do I see us as too old for romance? HDIFAMA?
109. Do I worry about the kids seeing us? HDIFAT?
110. Do I have the attitude, “Don't start something you
can't finish,” and how does that affect our sexual
relationship? HDIFAMA?
111. Can I be romantic when I don’t FEEL romantic?
HDIFAMA?
112. HDIF asking for romance?
113. Do I ever use sex as a reward for good behavior?
HDIFAMA?
114. How important is spontaneity to me? HDIFAMA?
115. HDIF when you shower me with attention?
116. What sexual baggage am I dealing with?
HDIFSTWY?
117. Is sex good or bad? HDIFAMA?
118. Do I worry about being taken for granted?
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119. Does Romance = Sex? HDIFAMA?
120. Am I ever suspicious when you are especially
nice? HDIFSTWY?
121. Do I believe that making love after an argument
or misunderstanding is an easy way out?
HDIFSTWY?
122. Am I more or less affectionate than my parents?
HDIFAT?
123. Do I see you as more or less affectionate than
your parents? HDIFSTWY?
124. Do I keep score? (When you be nice to me, I'll
be nice to you.) HDIFSTWY?
125. Do I worry that his romance stuff is expensive,
and we can't afford it? HDIFSTWY?
126. Do we have time for things like lingering over a
candlelight dinner at home? HDIFAT?
127. Do I believe you’ll be tired and cranky in the
morning if I keep you up another hour? HDIFAT?
128. Does it matter if we're meeting the national
average? HDIFAT?
129. Do the kids put a damper oin my spontaneity?
HDIFAT?
130. Do I ever worry that if I go all out this time, you
will expect this all the time? DFILD.
131. Am I a romantic? HDIFAMA?
132. Am I afraid of change? HDIFAMA?
133. HDIF when the kids knock on the door when we
are making love?
134. HDIF when you give me a mushy card?
135. What makes me feel holy? DFILD.
136. HDIFA receiving flowers?
137. HDIFA surprizing you with flowers?
138. What makes me feel degraded? DFILD.
139. HDIFA being affectionate in front of the kids?
140. When was the last time we gazed at a sunset,
sunrise or starry night together? HDIFAT?
141. HDIFA being tickled?
142. HDIF when you run your fingers through my
hair?
143. HDIF when I have fantasies?
144. HDIFA negligees?
145. HDIFA sharing fantasies with you?
146. HDIFA a second honeymoon?
147. HDIF recalling our honeymoon?
148. HDIFA celebrating our anniversaries?

DIALOGUE QUESTIONS ON
PRAYER/Spirituality
1. What are my hopes and dreams for my prayer life?
HDMAMMF?
2. What are my hopes and dreams for us a couple
concerning prayer? HDMAMMF?
3. What are my hopes and dreams for our children
concerning prayer? HDMAMMF?
4. My life is a prayer. HDIFAT?
8. Our love is a prayer. HDIFAT?
9. HDIFA praying out loud?
10. How does my poor self-image affect our couple
prayer? HDMAMMF?
11. HDIF when I hear you pray aloud?
12. HDIF when we say grace before meals? Or when
we don’t?
13. Do I look for and accept the Lord's will for my life?
14. Do I see Jesus alive in our marriage? HDIFST?
HDIFST?
15. HDIFA the charismatic style
of prayer?
16. HDIF recalling my
confirmation?
17. What was my parents’
relationship with God like?
WAMF thinking about this?
18. HDIFA tithing?
19. How long do I think family
prayer should last? HDIFAMA?
20. HDIFA trying different
parishes/churches?
21. HDIF when I see a crucifix?
22. HDIFA religious statues?
23. HDIFA giving and receiving
the sign of peace?
24. HDIFA our church’s rituals?
25. HDIFA my godparents?
26. HDIFA being a godparent?
27. HDIF when I witness a baptism?
28. HDIF recalling my first communion?
29. HDIF when I receive communion?
30. HDIF recalling my first confession?
31. How important is the Eucharist to me? HDIFAMA?
32. Do I ever attend daily Mass? HDIFAMA?
33. HDIF after I go to confession?
34. HDIF confessing my sins out loud?
35. HDIF knowing I am forgiven for my sins?
36. HDIFA penance?
37. HDIFA our minister/priest?
38. HDIFA our relationship with our priest/minister?
39. Would I want our child to become a priest/minister?
40. When I pray, do I listen? HDIFAMA?
41. HDIFA “ Let go and let God”?
42. HDIFA observing Lent?
43. HDIFA fasting?
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44. Is Mass a celebration for me? HDIFAMA?
45. HDIFA singing praise to God?
46. Do I see my labors as prayer? HDIFAMA?
47. HDIF when I witness a marriage?
48. Is marriage a covenant or a contract? HDIFAMA?
49. HDIF when I hear “The family that prays together
stays together”?
50. Have I ever experienced the presence of the Holy
Spirit? What did it feel like?
52. HDIFA being a prayer couple for a weekend? (Try
writing your couple a loveletter on this for your prayer
letter!)
53. Do I thank God for you every day? HDIFAMA?
54. Do I thank God for my life every day? HDIFAMA?
55. HDIFA praying while I’m driving or waiting in line?
56. Are you closer to God than I? HDIFAMA?
57. HDIFA dialoguing on the Sunday scriptures?
58. Do I have an attitude of superiority or inferiority
about prayer? HDIFAMA?
59. Are we in unity in our faith? HDIFAT?
60. HDIFA family prayer?
61. HDIFA attending Mass or church services together
every week?
62. HDIFA our children’s
religious education?
63. Do I want our children to
follow my example of lived
faith? HDIFAMA?
64. What does baptism mean to
me? HDIFAMA?
65. HDIFA praying together?
66. Do I love God? HIDFAMA?
67. What do I expect of God?
HDIFAMA?
68. How does my mask/
personality style influence my
relationship with God?
HDIFAMA?
69. HDIFA living God's plan for us?
70. When am I most aware of God’s presence?
HDIFAMA?
71. Is my image of God like my image of my father?
HDIFAMA?
72. Do I believe God loves me? HDIFAMA?
73. Do I fear God? HDIFAMA?
74. Do I see myself as a temple of the Holy Spirit?
HDIFAMA?
75. Do I look forward to heaven? HDIFAMA?
76. Do I see Jesus in you? HDIFAMA?
77. Do I see Jesus in our children? HDIFAMA?
78. Our sexual intimacy is prayer. HDIFAT?
79. God rejoices in our sexual union. HDIFAT?
80. HDIF when I hear the Beatitudes?
81. Do I pray for our children? HDIFAMA?
82. Do I pray in front of our children? HDIFAMA?
83. Do I pray for others to change or for changes in
myself? HDIFAMA?
84. Do I pray for circumstances to change or for the

grace to handle circumstances? HDIFAMA?
85. Do I accept God’s will? HIDFAMA?
86. Do I follow or lead in our couple prayer? HDIFAMA?
87. What does the Good Shepherd mean to me?
HDIFAMA?
88. Have I experienced Scripture or a sermon speaking
directly to me? How did I feel when that happened?
89. Do I believe God created me? HDIFAMA?
90. What is my awareness of my sinfulness? HDIFAMA?
91. What is my awareness of my goodness? HDIFAMA?

MORE STARTER
QUESTIONS
86. HDIF when we're too busy for each other?
87. HDIF when we fight?
88. HDIF when we are swamped with responsibility?
89. Do we have fun together?
90. HDIFA a vacation?
91. HDIFA saying Grace at meals?
92. HDIFA the atmosphere in our home?
93. HDIF about having relatives over for the holidays?
94. HDIFA going to relatives' homes for the holidays?
95. HDIFA living with a budget?
96. Is our money mine, yours, or ours?
97. HDIFA how we decide whether to make love?
98. HDIFA going on a monthly/weekly date?
99. What would I really like for an anniversary gift (not a
purchased gift)?
100. HDIFA my health?
101. HDIFA your health?
102. Do I feel comfortable with our wills?
103. HDIFA our savings and retirement plans?
104. HDIFA our children's privacy?
105. HDIFA our privacy?
106. HDIFA continuing in a share group?
107. HDIFA our use of spare time?
108. HDIFA our spending on gifts?
109. HDIFA our spending on clothing?
110. HDIFA our children's education?
111. HDIFA having children in daycare?
112. HDIF when I say no?
113. HDIF when I say yes?
114. HDIF when you say no?
115. HDIF when you say yes?
116. HDIF when I hear you say something derogatory
about me?
117. HDIF when I hear you say something
complimentary about me?
118. HDIF when you don't say anything about
something I've done?
119. In what ways have I been living as a married

single? How have I tried to change this, and how do I
feel about these changes?
120. In what areas of our relationship am I still private
because I don't trust you to understand? HDTMMF?
121. Have I made a decision to love this week, and
HDTMMF?
122. Do I think separate nights out is good for our
relationship? HDMAMMF?
123. Do I expect us to be involved in mutual activities?
HDMAMMF?
124. What guideline for fighting do I find most difficult
to practice? HDIFAT?
125. HDIF when I have judged you unfairly?
126. In what area of our relationship am I experiencing
loneliness? HDTMMF?
127. How do I fail to listen to you when I am
disillusioned? HDTMMF?
128. HDIF when you compliment me?
129. HDIF when you do something extra special for
me?
130. HDIF when I am working and you are relaxing?
131. HDIF when I am relaxing and you are working?
132. HDIF when you show that you appreciate me?
133. HDIF when you make a sacrifice for me?
134. HDIF when you smile at me?
135. HDIF when I make a mistake and you point it out?
136. Do I feel in control of my time? HDMAMMF?
137. HDIF when you interrupt me?
138. HDIF when you are sick?
139. HDIF when you ask me to help you?
53. HDIF when you make me laugh?
58. HDIF when I think that you are judging me?
60. HDIF when you are too hard on yourself?
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WHO AM I?
1. What kind of failure disturbs me most and HDTMMF?
2. What quality of yours do I most admire and HDTMMF?
3. How do I act so that others will accept me? HDTMMF?
4. What do I do in a group of strangers to be accepted
and HDTMMF?
5. Looking back over my day, what act or achievement
makes me feel best about myself? HDTMMF?
6. What kind of compliment makes me feel good?
Describe the feelings.
7. How do I want others to see me? HDIFAMA?
8. What are my best qualities? HDIFAMA?
9. What do I do to gain acceptance and profit
emotionally? HDIFAMA?
10. What roles do I play? HDIFAMA?
11. How do I react to compliments? HDIF?
12. What kind of criticism distresses me? HDIF?
13. What is my greatest compulsion? HDIFAT?
14. When I withdraw into my shell,
HDTMMF?
15. When you withdraw into your shell,
HDTMMF?
16. How do I want you to see me, and
is it the same as I want others to see
me? HDIFAT?
17. What quality in you am I most
dependent on? HDIFAT?
18. How do I feel when I do something
"klutzy"?
19. How do I feel when I need to be
loved?
20. What are my thoughts when I hear
the statement, "God does not make
junk"? HDIFAT?
21. HDIF when you give me a
compliment?
22. HDIF when I judge myself inadequate, guilty, or
unlovable?
23. What do I try NOT to be seen as (weak, dumb,
frivolous, impractical, etc)? HDMAMMF?
24. When do I repress my feelings? HDIFAT?
25. What do I do to get relief from emotional pain when I
am tired, lonely, angry or hurting? HDMAMMF?
26. What nickname do my co-workers or family members
have for me? HDIFAT?
27. How does my personality style/mask prevent me from
listening to you with my heart and HDTMMF?
28. How does the image I project affect our dialogue?
HDIFAT?
29. How does the image I project affect our relationship?
HDIFAT?
30. What has our dialogue done for my self-image?
HDIFAT?
31. Do I expect security from our marriage? HDMAMMF?
32. Do I expect companionship from our marriage?
HDMAMMF?
33. Do I expect tenderness and understanding in our
16

marriage? HDMAMMF?
34. Do I expect encouragement from you? HDMAMMF?
35. Do I expect intellectual closeness from our marriage?
HDMAMMF?
36. Do I have "my chair" or "my spot"? HDIF when
someone else sits there? HDMAMMF?
37. Do I feel comfortable hugging you and the children?
HDMAMMF?
38. Do I believe it is important to be on time?
HDMAMMF?
39. Do I think life is fair? HDMAMMF?
40. Do I believe we should have at least one family meal
a day? HDMAMMF?
41. Do I like to drop in on people? HDIFAT?
42. Do I like for people to drop in on us? HDIF when it
happens?
43. Do I believe we should share household tasks?
HDMAMMF?
44. Do I believe it is important to take a yearly family
vacation? HDMAMMF?
45. Do I think it is important to go to church every week?
HDMAMMF?
46. Do I enjoy being pampered?
HDIF when I am?
47. Is the money mine, ours, or
yours? HDMAMMF?
48. Is family planning my job, your
job, or ours? HDMAMMF?
49. HDIF when we disagree on
something?
50. HDIF when I’m the center of
attention?
51. How do I make decisions?
HDIFAMA?
52. HDIF in a competition?
53. HDIFA trying new things?
54. HDIFA being praised or
recognized in public?
55. HDIFA doing routine tasks?
56. HDIFA change?
57. HDIF when I have to depend on others?
58. HDIFA uncertainty?
59. HDIFA finishing things?
60. What did my parents praise me most for? HDIF
recalling this?
61. What were my parents most critical of me about in
my childhood? HDIF recalling this?
62. HDIFA apologizing?
63. HDIFA change?
64. What frustrates me most in working with others?
HDIFAT?
65. HDIF when I make a mistake?
66. Am I a pessimist or an optimist? HDIFAMA?
67. HDIF when I’m criticized or made fun of in public?
68. HDIF when there is a last minute change of plans?
69. HDIFA security and stability?
70. HDIFA a challenge?
71. HDIF when someone lies to me?
72. Do I believe in work before play? How does that

READY, SET, GROW!

impact our relationship? HDIFAMA?
73. How do I get re-energized? Is it the same way you
do? HDIFAMA?
74. What do I find relaxing? HDIFAMA?
75. HDIFA surprizes?
76. Is orderliness important to me? HDIFA a chaotic
environment?
77. Is it more important for me to be liked or to be right?
HDIFAMA?
78. HDIFA surprizes?
79. Where do I generally have an attitude of
superiority? HDIFSTWY?
80. HDIF when no one notices something I put a lot of
work into?
81. HDIF when I have to work in a group?
82. Do I want to fit in or stand out? HDIFAMA?
83. HDIF when I have to work alone?
84. HDIFA unresolved issues?
85. HDIFA being accountable to someone else?
86. HDIF when someone asks me to share?
87. How important is physical affection to me?
HDIFAMA?
88. HDIFA confrontation?
89. HDIFA sacrifice?
90. HDIFA traditions?
91. HDIF when I’m given a task without guidance or
clear expectations?
92. HDIF when people disagree with me?
93. HDIFA learning new things?
94. HDIF when I have a deadline?
95. HDIF when my decisions are questioned?
96. Do I make lists? HDIFAT?
97. HDIF when I’m late?
98. Do I tend to see things in black and white or do I
see shades of gray? HDIFAMA?
99. Do I prefer to be alone/with 2 or 3 close friends, in a
small group, or at a huge gathering? HDIFAMA?
100. HDIFA parades?
101. Where do I have an attitude of inferiority?
HDIFSTWY?
102. HDIF when people change the rules?

Answer these questions over and over until you have
exhausted all possible answers:
1. Am I holding onto any resentment, bitterness or anger toward you? Choose one area/incident. How do I
feel about this issue/area (get past the anger to the hurt
or fear)? Am I willing to release you from my anger and
forgive you?
2. Am I holding onto any resentment, bitterness or anger toward my mother? Choose one area/incident.
How do I feel about this issue/area (get past the anger
to the hurt or fear)? Am I willing to release her from my
anger and forgive her?
3. Am I holding onto any resentment, bitterness or anger toward my father? Choose one area/incident. How
do I feel about this issue/area (get past the anger to the
hurt or fear)? Am I willing to release him from my anger
and forgive him?
4. Am I holding onto any resentment, bitterness or anger toward my child? Choose one area/incident. How do
I feel about this issue/area (get past the anger to the
hurt or fear)? Am I willing to release him/her from my
anger and forgive him/her?
5. Am I holding onto any resentment, bitterness or anger toward any other person or entity? Choose one
area/incident. How do I feel about this issue/area (get
past the anger to the hurt or fear)? Am I willing to release him/her/it from my anger and forgive him/her/it?
Other dialogue questions for growth:
6. Is there anything I am doing by myself that I could
involve you in? HDIFA involving you?
7. Is there anything you are doing by yourself that I
would like to be involved in? HDIFST?
8. We are a sign - what do people see when they see
our love? HDIFAMA?
9. How would our children describe our marriage? HDIFAMA?
10. How would our neighbors describe our marriage?
HDIFAMA?
11. What do I see in other marriages that I want for us?
HDIFST?
12. Are we involved with other couples who share our
marriage values? HDIFAMA?
13. Is our light under a bushel basket or on a lamp
post? HDIFAMA?
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1. HDIFA my job?
2. HDIFA your job?
3. HDIFA staying home with the
children and being a homemaker?
4. HDIFA you staying home wit h the
children and being a homemaker?
5. HDIFA yard work?
6. HDIFA the upkeep of our home?
7. If I could do any other job than t he
one I’m doing, I would do ____________.
HDIFAMA?
8. HDIFA the number of hours I work?
9. HDIFA the number of hours you work?
10. HDIFA my volunteer work?
11. HDIFA your volunteer work?
12. HDIFA going to work each day?
13. HDIFA my/your boss?
14. HDIFA the level of moral at my workplace?
15. HDIFA my/your co-workers?
16. How critical am I to my workplace?HDIFAMA?
17. HDIFA retirement?
18. How will my life change when our children are
out on their own? HDIFAMA?
19. Am I good at my job? HDIFAMA?
20. Do I earn my salary? HDIFAMA?
21. HDIFA paying taxes?
22. HDIFA tithing the first part of my wages to the
Lord?
23. HDIFA my office d ress code?
24. HDIFA my/your travel schedule?
25. HDIFA my/your fringe benefits?
26. Am I using my potential? HDIFAMA?
27. How do I feel about my/your promotion
potential?
28. HDIFA being my own boss?
29. Do I prefer to be an employee, an employer, or
neither?
30. HDIFA hiring help with housework/childcare/
etc?
31. HDIFA the distance I have to travel to get to
work?
32. HDIFA the level of responsibility I have at
work?
33. What unique qualities o I bring to my
workplace? HDIFAMA?

1. HDIFA my level of education?
2. HDIFA your level of education?
3. HDIFA the kids going back to school when fall
comes?
4. Do I think the kids need a back -to-school
wardrobe? HDIFAMA?
5. HDIFA the sex education program at our
children’s school?
6. HDIFA joining the Parent Teacher Association?
7. HDIFA homework at our children’s age/s?
8. HDIFA learning another language?
9. HDIFA our children’s involvement in sports or
physical education?
10. HDIFA learning to play a new sport?
11. Are our children learnin g to manage money?
HDIFAMA?
12. Do I need to learn how to manage money
better? HDIFAMA?
13. What should we do about religious ed ucation
for our children this year? HDIFAMA?
14. What am I doing for my own religious
education? HDIFAMA?
15. HDIFA our children ’s education in music and
art?
16. HDIFA my education in music and art?
17. HDIFA school uniforms?
18. HDIFA teaching our childr en to cook?
19. One thing I’ve always wanted to learn is
_______________. HDIFAMA?
20. Do I teach our children to pray? HDIFAMA?
21. I would love to take a class on
_________________. HDIFAMA?
22. HDIFA our children attending college?
23. Do I want to go back to school? HDIFAMA?
24. HDIFA teaching Sunday School/CCD/RCIA?
25. Am I growing and learning? HDIFAMA?
26. What should our c hildren be learning in
school? HDIFAMA?
27. HDIFA our children’s grades?
28. When I reflect back on the grades I got in
school, HDIF?
29. What have I learned about myself in
the past week/month/year? HDIFAMA?
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